
As Like

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He was _______ cold in his conduct _______ in his philosophy.1. as as

He then called out, Boy, bring to us the sikbáj, the _______ of which is not
found among the dishes of Kings!
2. like

You look _______ if you were going to scold.3. as

Tovie Ceres, the Big Asteroid, which, _______ the others, should have
been open to all nations, but wasn't, kept mostly to its own affairs.
4. like

Lydia Prateapace remembered, certainly, a name being mentioned-it was
Lesby or Lisby, or something _______ that.
5.

like

Make the basket _______ pretty _______ you can.6. as as

This appeal was _______ fruitless _______ the other.7. as as

_______ they proceeded, the cold became more intense.8. As

We were the best of sudden friends, Palgray and I. He, _______ the rest,
walked only the outer vestibule of the sympathies, viewlessly deepening and
extending, hour by hour, in that frank and joyous circle.

9. like

He was inclined to the belief that the blow of the scabbard on his head…
That, however, _______ the rest, was indeterminate.
10.

like

She frowned at them _______ if they had offended her.11. as

He rattled with his latchkey against the door, _______ a drunken man,
could not find the keyhole at once… The door of the dining-room was open,
sending forth a soft light of domesticity; the table was laid for dinner.

12. like

They saw him almost immediately _______ they came up the path.13. as

He was not now so merry _______ he had been.14. as

Verart sprang to his feet _______ a flash, and began to argue with the
Recollect.
15. like
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The quickness of the answer was _______ eloquent _______ its force.16. as as

I dress _______ simply _______ I can.17. as as

The population of England is _______ moral _______ that of France.18. as as

It seemed _______ if the earth itself was in motion.19. as

_______ it was, the interest of the scene entirely occupied our minds.20. As
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